Elements of the solar system and... Revolution

Through your choreography, your team needs to represent these aspects of the solar system and revolution. You will be asked to identify how your movements represent and/or relate to the solar system and revolution. Remember, your choreography is locomotor!

- **Revolution/around a body** - year and orbit
- Characteristics of planets - gravity
- Sun is the center - elliptical shape

*Both dance groups has a member from each planet research team. You will need to be sure that your dance has a movement for a characteristic of each planet.

Elements of the solar system and... Rotation

Through your choreography, your team needs to represent these aspects of the solar system and rotation. You will be asked to identify how your movements represent and/or relate to the solar system and rotation. Remember, your choreography is Non-locomotor!

- **Rotation/spinning** - day and night
- Characteristics of planets - gravity
- Sun is the center - elliptical shape

*Both dance groups has a member from each planet research team. You will need to be sure that your dance has a movement for a characteristic of each planet.